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Abstract—Probabilistic queries have been extensively explored to provide answers with confidence, in order to support the real-life
applications struggling with uncertain data, such as sensor networks and data integration. However, the uncertainty of data may
propagate, and thus, the results returned by probabilistic queries contain much noise, which degrades query quality significantly. In this
paper, we propose an efficient optimization framework, termed as QueryClean, for both probabilistic skyline computation and
probabilistic similarity search. The goal of QueryClean is to optimize query quality via selecting a group of uncertain objects to clean
under limited resource available, where a joint-entropy based quality function is leveraged. We develop an efficient structure called ASI

to index the possible result sets of probabilistic queries, which helps to avoid many times of probabilistic query evaluations over a large
number of the possible worlds for quality computation. Moreover, we present exact and approximate algorithms for the optimization
problem, using two newly presented heuristics. Considerable experimental results on both real and synthetic data sets demonstrate the
efficiency and scalability of our proposed framework QueryClean.

Index Terms—Probabilistic Skyline Query, Probabilistic Similarity Query, Query Quality, Optimization Algorithms
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1 INTRODUCTION

U NCERTAIN data exists in many real-life applications due
to a variety of reasons, e.g., the noise in sensor inputs or

errors in wireless transmission [1], missing or incorrect values
in data integration [2], etc. Consequently, the query processing
on uncertain data has received much attention from database
community, such as probabilistic skyline computation [3], [4],
[5], probabilistic nearest neighbor search [6], [7], [8], [9], [10],
probabilistic top-k query [11], [12], [13], and so forth.

A probabilistic query returns, from an uncertain database,
the objects with non-zero probabilities to be the query result.
Hence, the uncertainty of the data objects propagates to the
query results, even though users usually expect to obtain correct
and accurate results. Accordingly, it is difficult for the users to
identify good data objects and make correct decisions from the
answer/result sets with much noise, especially for the data set with
high uncertainty. Thus, the probabilistic query has poor quality,
resulting in poor decisions. Furthermore, critical decisions based
on poor-quality data have very serious consequences1. As reported
by Gartner [14], poor data quality is a primary reason for 40% of
all business initiatives failing to achieve their targeted benefits,
and data quality affects overall labor productivity by as much as a
20%.
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It is well-known that data cleaning is an effective way to im-
prove data quality [15]. Nevertheless, in most cases, data cleaning
is a labor-intensive, time-consuming, and expensive process, and
cleaning all the data is usually neither cost-justified nor practi-
cal [15]. Therefore, it is infeasible to clean all data objects due
to limited resources available. As a consequence, complementary
to the fruitful work upon probabilistic models and queries, in this
paper, we aim to improve the quality of probabilistic query results
via making full use of limited budget to find the beneficial objects
(to clean) for quality improvement.
Example 1. A motivating example. Assume that Bob wants

to buy a used car from four candidate cars o1, o2, o3, and
o4 shown in Table 1(a), where every car is represented by
an uncertain object with several normalized price (P.) and
mileage (M.) pairs (i.e., tuples) from different data sources
(e.g., web sites). Without loss of generality, the reliability of
each data source refers to the probability of the corresponding
tuple. Table 1(b) depicts the price and mileage of every car in
a 2D space.

A P-skyline query can be employed to recommend the
favorite cars for Bob, which retrieves the cars that have the
non-zero probabilities to be not dominated by any other cars.
Here, a car o dominates another car o′ iff o is not worse than o′

in both attributes of price and mileage, and is better than o′ in
at least one attribute of price and mileage. As an example, the
probability of t1 being a P-skyline tuple, denoted as Prs(t1),
is equal to the reliability of t1 (i.e., Prob.) multiplying the
probability of t1 being not dominated by any tuple of other
objects. Since o2’s tuple t4 and all tuples of o3 and o4 do
not dominate t1, Prs(t1) = Pr(t1)× Pr(t4)× 1× 1 = 0.08.
Similarly, Prs(t2) = 0.7 and Prs(t3) = 0.2. Thus, the uncertain
object o1 is a P-skyline object with the probability Prs(o1)
= Prs(t1) + Prs(t2) + Prs(t3) = 0.98. Likewise, one can
calculate Prs(o2) = 1, Prs(o3) = 0.48, and Prs(o4) = 0.

When Bob verifies the exact price and the mileage of the
Jeep car by contacting its owner, Bob makes sure that tuple
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TABLE 1: Illustration of a Real CarDB Dataset
(a) The original dataset

ID Car Tuple (P., M.) Prob.

o1 Jeep
t1 (4, 2) 0.1
t2 (4, 1) 0.7
t3 (3, 1) 0.2

o2 Audi t4 (1, 6) 0.8
t5 (2, 2) 0.2

o3 Ford t6 (8, 3) 0.4
t7 (2, 4) 0.6

o4 Opel
t8 (4, 7) 0.3
t9 (2, 6) 0.2
t10 (6, 5) 0.5

(b) The dataset in a 2D space
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(c) The dataset after cleaning o1

ID Car Tuple (P., M.) Prob.

o1 Jeep t2 (4, 1) 1.0

o2 Audi t4 (1, 6) 0.8
t5 (2, 2) 0.2

o3 Ford t6 (8, 3) 0.4
t7 (2, 4) 0.6

o4 Opel
t8 (4, 7) 0.3
t9 (2, 6) 0.2
t10 (6, 5) 0.5

t2 is the exact information having 100% reliability (as listed
in Table 1(c)). At this time, we can get the new probabilities
Pr′s(o1) = 1, Pr′s(o2) = 1, Pr′s(o3) = 0.48, and Pr′s(o4) =
0. Hence, compared with the former query results, the query
results after verifying/cleaning o1 have Pr′s(o1) = 1, which
is more certainty than Prs(o1) = 0.98. It indicates that, the
uncertainty of query results decreases after cleaning objects.

In this paper, we aim at optimizing the quality of probabilistic
skyline (P-skyline) query and similarity search including proba-
bilistic k nearest neighbor (P-kNN) query and probabilistic range
(P-range) query. Existing strategies only focus on simple queries
such as max query [16], region query [16], and PT-k query [17].
Since optimization methods are query-dependent, existing strate-
gies cannot efficiently support the quality optimization problem of
the probabilistic skyline query and probabilistic similarity search.

As a result, in this paper, we present an efficient optimization
framework, termed as QueryClean, to choose the most beneficial
uncertain objects to clean for improving the quality, where a joint-
entropy based quality function (denoted as κ) is leveraged. There
are two main operations in QueryClean, i.e., quality computation
and object selection. Quality computation is to derive the expected
query quality for each chosen object set to clean. Object selection
aims to obtain a set of chosen objects with the maximum expected
quality under limited cleaning budget.

On one hand, for each chosen object set to clean, an intuitive
method to calculate the joint-entropy based expected quality is to
collect the probabilities of all the result sets, which needs many
times of probabilistic query evaluations on all possible worlds. It
is costly, even infeasible, let alone that multiple expected quality
computations are needed to find the set of objects to clean with the
maximum expected quality in object selection problem. Therefore,
efficient expected quality computation is the first challenge we
have to solve. Towards this, we develop an efficient structure,
called ASI, which indexes all the possible query result sets. The
remarkable attraction of ASI lies in, the expected quality for any
chosen object set (to clean) can be calculated directly based on
the structure of ASI, instead of performing multiple probabilistic
queries over all the possible worlds. In other words, one ASI
structure can serve each quality computation if there is no update
on the data set or the query parameter (e.g., k in P-kNN search).

On the other hand, in terms of the object selection, it is a
combinational problem to find the object set to clean with the
maximum expected quality. We have to evaluate the combinational
number of chosen object sets to clean. Hence, the second challenge
is, within a large search space, to find the optimal object set to
clean that has the maximum expected quality. In view of this,
we identify a much smaller candidate object set, and thus shrink

the search space significantly. Moreover, for a probabilistic query
ϕ (not limit on probabilistic skyline and similarity queries), the
expected quality function E[κ(ϕ|O ⊆ S)] of choosing an object
set O (included in a dataset S) to clean is monotonic. In other
words, E[κ(ϕ|O1)] ≤ E[κ(ϕ|O2)] if O1 ⊆ O2 ⊆ S . Hence,
using the monotonic property, once we find an object set having
no exceeding cost to cleaning budget, it is unnecessary to evaluate
all its subsets. Furthermore, we present an exact algorithm as well
as a greedy algorithm and a sampling-based algorithm, in order
to accelerate object selection. To sum up, the key contributions of
this paper are as follows:

• We propose an efficient framework QueryClean to opti-
mize the quality of probabilistic skyline computation and
probabilistic similarity search.

• We present a novel index structure, namely, ASI, based on
which an efficient algorithm, called RrB, is developed for
quality computation.

• In addition to an exact algorithm, we propose a greedy
algorithm and a sampling-based algorithm for object se-
lection, where two effective heuristics are utilized. Also,
we analyze the complexities of our proposed algorithms.

• Extensive experiments using both real and synthetic data
sets demonstrate the performance of QueryClean.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
formalizes the problem. Then, we introduce QueryClean frame-
work in Section 3. Efficient algorithms are elaborated for quality
computation and object selection in Section 4 and Section 5, re-
spectively. The experimental results and our findings are reported
in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 reviews related work, and Section 8
concludes the paper with some directions for future work.

2 PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we first introduce the uncertain data model. Then,
we define the (expected) quality function, and formalize our
problem studied in this paper. Table 2 lists the symbols used
frequently throughout the paper.

Given an uncertain dataset S = {o1, o2, · · · }, oi is an uncer-
tain object. An uncertain object could be conceptually described
by a probability density function (pdf) f in a data space D.
Generally, f(o) ≥ 0 for any object o in the data space D, and∫
o∈D f(o)do = 1. In fact, the probability density function of an

uncertain object is often unavailable explicitly. Instead, a set of
samples are drawn or collected in the hope of approximating the
probability density function [5]. Thus, without loss of generality,
in this paper, one uncertain object oi is denoted as a set of multiple
deterministic objects, called oi’s tuples, each of which has an

vahini
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TABLE 2: Symbols and Description
Notation Description
oi ∈ S the i-th uncertain object in a dataset S
|S| the number of the objects in S
oti ∈ oi a tuple w.r.t. an object oi
Pr(oti) the existence probability of a tuple oti
I the average number of tuples for an uncertain object
c(oi) the cost of cleaning an uncertain object oi ∈ S
ϕ(q;S) a probabilistic query on S with a query object q
Prs(oi) the probability of an object oi being a query answer
r a tuple-based answer set (which contains a set of

tuples) for a query ϕ(q;S)
Pr(r) the probability of r being a tuple-based answer set
κ(ϕ(q;S)) the original quality of a query ϕ w.r.t. q and S
κ(ϕ|{oti}) the quality of a query ϕ after the uncertain object

set {oi} is cleaned as the tuple set {oti}
R an object-based answer set (including a set of un-

certain objects) for a query ϕ(q;S)
Pr(R) the probability of R being an object-based answer

set
E[κ(ϕ|{oi})] the expected quality of choosing the object set {oi}

to clean
O ⊆ S a candidate object set for object selection

existence probability. Note that, the tuple’s probability can be
inferred by machine learning models, e.g., Bayesian network [18].

Definition 1. (Possible world). A possible world w = {ot11 , ot22 ,
· · · } is a set of the instances containing one and only one tuple
otii from every uncertain object oi ∈ S . Let W be the set of
all the possible worlds. If uncertain objects are supposed to be
independent between each other, the probability of a possible
world w can be derived by Eq. 1.

Pr(w ∈ W) =
∏

o
ti
i ∈w

Pr(otii ) (1)

Example 2. For the sample dataset with four uncertain objects
{o1, o2, o3, o4} in Table 1(a), there are 3, 2, 2, and 3 tuples
w.r.t. o1, o2, o3, and o4, respectively. Thus, there are in total
36 possible worlds. Among them, there is one possible world
w1 = {t1, t4, t6, t8} with each tuple corresponding to one
uncertain object exactly. The probability of w1, i.e., Pr(w1),
is Pr(t1)× Pr(t4)× Pr(t6)× Pr(t8) = 0.0096.

In this paper, we focus on the kind of general probabilistic
queries without a probability threshold. In other words, the objects
with non-zero probabilities (instead of a larger probability than a
certain probability threshold) being result objects are returned by
the query. Given an uncertain dataset S , a probabilistic skyline
(P-skyline) query finds all the objects that are not dominated by
any other object with non-zero probabilities. Here, an object o
dominates another object o′ iff o is not worse than o′ in all
attributes, and is better than o′ in at least one attribute. By contrast,
a probabilistic k nearest neighbor (P-kNN) query retrieves k
objects from an uncertain dataset S closest to a given query point q
with non-zero probabilities. A probabilistic range (P-range) query
returns all the objects that are within θ distance to the query point q
with non-zero probabilities. In particular, the skyline query serves
the application scenarios such as multi-criteria decision making
and location-based services, while similarity search including P-
kNN and P-range queries is a powerful tool in many research areas
(e.g., data mining and pattern recognition). Note that, the expected
similarity based on the Euclidean distance is employed in P-kNN
query and P-range retrieval.

An intuitive way to define the quality of a probabilistic query
is to measure the uncertainty of the query result set. Based on
the joint-entropy function widely used in information theory, we
define the quality of a probabilistic query in Definition 2, where a
query result set with fewer uncertainty has a higher quality. It is
worth mentioning that, Shannon’s entropy has been applied to the
uncertain data in many previous work such as [19], [20].
Definition 2. (Quality of a probabilistic query). Given an

uncertain dataset S and a query object q (if it exists), the
quality of a probabilistic query ϕ w.r.t. q and S , denoted as
κ(ϕ(q;S)), is defined based on the joint-entropy of a group
of variables X = ⟨x1, x2, · · · , x|S|⟩ with each variable xi

corresponding to an event whether the uncertain object oi is
an answer object for ϕ(q;S).

κ(ϕ(q;S)) =
∑
X

Pr(X) log2 Pr(X) (2)

Definition 2 leverages the negative of joint-entropy function to
define query quality. Note that, log 0 is defined as 0 in Definition 2.
The variable xi is a 0-1 variable indicating whether an uncertain
object oi is an answer object. If oi is an answer object, xi = 1; oth-
erwise, xi = 0. Thus, the variable vector X = ⟨x1, x2, · · · , x|S|⟩
is a 0-1 vector, and Pr(X) is actually the probability of the
object-based answer set encoded by the 0-1 vector. For instance,
if X = ⟨1, 0, 1, 0⟩ w.r.t. our sample dataset in Table 1(a), Pr(X)
is the probability of the object set {o1, o3} being an object-based
answer set.

Although Eq. 2 is easy to understand via referring to the joint-
entropy function, the summation of Pr(X) log2 Pr(X) over all
the possible assignments of the vector variable X is costly. In
total, there are 2|S| specified value vectors w.r.t. the vector X
we have to consider for quality computation. For ease of quality
computation, we transform the quality function in Eq. 2 into Eq. 3,
where the set Ω contains all possible query result sets R.

κ(ϕ(q;S)) =
∑
R∈Ω

Pr(R) log2 Pr(R) (3)

Eq. 3 benefits the quality computation due to the relatively
small space of the answer sets. This is because, for any practical
query, the query result set is expected to have a much smaller size
than the whole dataset. In addition, for simplifying representation,
let R/r be the object/tuple-based answer set, and Pr(r) be the
probability of set r to be a tuple-based answer set. Then, every
object-based result set Ri contains a group of tuple-based result
sets rij . The probability of set Ri to be an object-based answer
set, denote as Pr(Ri), is the summation of all the probabilities
Pr(rij)s.
Example 3. For the P-skyline query over our sample dataset, all the

query result sets are shown in Table 3. The set R1(= {o1, o2})
is an object-based answer set for the P-skyline query as well
as R2(= {o1, o2, o3}) and R3(= {o2}). Set R1 consists of
five tuple-based answer sets, i.e., r11, r12, r13, r14, and r15.
The tuple-based answer set r11 contains two tuples t1 and t4
w.r.t. objects o1 and o2, respectively. Therefore, the probability
Pr(R1) =

∑5
i=1 Pr(r1i) = 0.5. Similarly, Pr(R2) = 0.48

and Pr(R3) = 0.02. Consequently, based on Eq. 3, we can
calculate the query quality, i.e., κ(skyline(S)) = Pr(R1)
log2 Pr(R1) + Pr(R2) log2 Pr(R2) + Pr(R3)log2 Pr(R3)
= 0.5 log2 0.5 + 0.48 log2 0.48 + 0.02log2 0.02 = −1.121.

It is noteworthy that, the quality is a negative value. It makes
sense that, the more certain of the query result, the larger the
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TABLE 3: The P-skyline Query Result Sets
R r Pr(r) R r Pr(r)

R1 : {o1, o2}

r11 : {t1, t4} 0.032
R2 : {o1, o2, o3}

r21 : {t1, t4, t7} 0.048
r12 : {t2, t4} 0.224 r22 : {t2, t4, t7} 0.336
r13 : {t2, t5} 0.140 r23 : {t3, t4, t7} 0.096
r14 : {t3, t4} 0.064

R3 : {o2} r31 : {t5} 0.020
r15 : {t3, t5} 0.040

quality value. The biggest quality value is zero, according to the
properties of entropy function.

According to Eq. 3, we aim to minimize the uncertainty of
the object-based answer sets, which is motivated by the origin of
query processing (to find the objects satisfying some constraints).
Instead, the PWS-quality [16], [17] considers the probabilities
of tuple-based answer sets. For instance, assume that there are
only two different tuple-based answer sets {t1, t4} and {t2, t4}
(w.r.t. one same object-based answer set {o1, o2}) for a query.
Our quality function thinks there is a deterministic query answer
set {o1, o2}, while PWS-quality deems there exists uncertainty in
query results for the two different tuple-based answer sets. Thus,
the techniques used in [16], [17] cannot address our problem due
to different optimization objectives.

In addition to the quality functions mentioned earlier, there
is a more general query quality, denoted by G. It is defined
as the summation of the negative entropy of every uncertain
object being an answer object. Let Pr(o) denote the probability
of the object o being an answer object, the query quality G is
equal to

∑
o∈S(Pr(o) log Pr(o) + (1−Pr(o)) log(1−Pr(o))).

Note that, the quality G concerns about each independent object,
irrespective of the object/tuple-based answer set (which is the basis
of the aforementioned two quality functions). We are exploring
the quality optimization methods using the general query quality
function in our ongoing work.

The expected quality of choosing a group of uncertain objects
to clean is stated in Definition 3, based on which one can decide
which group of objects is chosen to clean such that the expected
query quality is maximized.
Definition 3. (Expected quality of a probabilistic query). For

an uncertain dataset S and a query object q (if it exists),
the expected quality of a probabilistic query ϕ when a set
Oc of uncertain objects is chosen to clean, denoted by
E[κ(ϕ(q;S)|Oc)] (abbreviated as E[κ(ϕ|Oc)]), is defined in
Eq. 4. Here, κ(ϕ|Tc) denotes the quality of query ϕ if the
objects in Oc are cleaned as the tuple set Tc, and T is supposed
to contain all the possible tuple sets that Oc could be cleaned
as.

E[κ(ϕ|Oc)] =
∑
Tc∈T

Pr(Tc)κ(ϕ|Tc) (4)

In this paper, we consider data cleaning as a user-provided
module, where a variety of cleaning techniques can be employed,
such as rule-based approaches [21], data cleaning tools [22], [23],
and crowdsourcing [24], [25]. Without loss of generality, for an
uncertain object o, our cleaning module simply determines o as
one of its tuples ot at the probability of Pr(ot), which incurs
cleaning cost, denoted by c(o). Note that, there are several points
on the cleaning model worth exploring in depth. (i) An uncertain
object is cleaned as the point that is derived by a weighted function
based on its tuples or by a certain distribution. (ii) In the situations
of data integration and data fusion, cleaning one uncertain object
helps to reduce the uncertainty of its correlated objects (having
the tuples from the same data source). How to improve query
quality under this model is an essential and interesting problem.
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Fig. 1: The quality of P-skyline query after cleaning objects

(iii) For the case of data noise [26], the data returned by the
cleaning model has a certain error probability. One could minimize
the error probability via majority voting strategy. As a result, the
problem becomes how to minimize the number of consultations
with cleaning agents about cleaning uncertain objects, in order to
get the correct cleaned objects having high probability. Another
promising method is to strategically incentive the cleaning agents
(e.g., crowd workers) with extra bonus for high-quality answers.
Example 4. Take the dataset in Table 1(a) as an example, for the

P-skyline query, the quality is plotted in Figure 1 after some
objects have been cleaned. Figure 1 also shows the cleaning
cost for every set of clean objects, where it is assumed that
cleaning the objects o1, o2, o3, and o4 needs 4, 2, 6, and 3
cents, respectively.

As calculated previously, the original quality is −1.121.
After the object o1 is cleaned as t2 at the cost of 4
cents, κ(skyline|{t2}) = 0.52 log2 0.52 + 0.48 log2 0.48
= −0.999, in which the object-based answer set R1 =
{r12, r13} with Pr(R1) = 0.52, R2 = {r22} with Pr(R2)
= 0.48, and R3 disappears since t5 does not exist any longer.
For another case, after the objects o1 and o2 are cleaned as
t2 and t4 respectively at the cost of 6 cents, we can get
κ(skyline|{t2, t4}) = −0.971, where R1 = {r12} with
Pr(R1) = 0.4, R2 = {r22} with Pr(R2) = 0.6, and R3

disappears. In addition, after the objects o1, o2, and o3 are
cleaned as t2, t4, and t6 respectively at the cost of 12 cents,
we can derive that the quality κ(skyline|{t2, t4, t6}) = 0.
It is observed that, the quality improves with the enlarging
cleaning set, while the cleaning cost is increasing.

Definition 4. (Our problem). Given an uncertain dataset S and
a cleaning budget B, the goal of the problem studied in this
paper is to find out a set O⋆ ⊆ S of uncertain objects to clean,
such that the expected quality of a probabilistic query ϕ is
maximized. Formally,

O⋆ = argOc
max{E[κ(ϕ|Oc)] | Oc ⊆ S,

∑
o∈Oc

c(o) ≤ B}

(5)
It is worthwhile to explain that, computing query quality is at

the least as hard as the probabilistic query (without a probability
threshold), which has a relatively high complexity due to the
exponential number of the possible worlds one has to consider.
In addition, it is well-known that entropy is a submodular func-
tion [27]. The maximization of a general submodular function,
which is usually NP-hard2, is essentially a sub-problem of our
optimization problem. Therefore, quality computation and object
selection are two big challenges in our problem, as to be further
explained in the next section.

3 OPTIMIZATION FRAMEWORK

In this section, we briefly overview our proposed optimization
framework QueryClean, in order to solve our problem stated in

2. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Submodular set function.
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Fig. 2: The flowchart of QueryClean

Definition 4.
Figure 2 depicts the general flowchart of QueryClean frame-

work. Given a cleaning budget B, for a probabilistic query over
an uncertain dataset S , QueryClean iteratively selects a group
of uncertain objects (stored in a set Oc) for cleaning with limited
resource B available. QueryClean terminates until the maximum
expected query quality of cleaning the set Oc is achieved. Without
loss of generality, for ease of understanding, we focus on P-skyline
query in the main body of this paper. Note that, QueryClean is
able to handle quality optimization on other probabilistic spatial
queries. The extension to probabilistic similarity search including
P-kNN query and P-range query will be detailed in Section 4.4.

For further understanding, Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-
code of QueryClean framework. For a probabilistic query ϕ,
it aims to find the chosen object set O⋆ with the maximum
expected quality of ϕ, denoted as κ⋆. Initially, QueryClean
sets the maximum expected quality κ⋆ to the minimal value
−∞. Then, for each chosen object set Oc (to clean) satisfying∑

o∈Oc
c(o) ≤ B, QueryClean computes the expected quality of

ϕ, i.e., E[κ(ϕ|Oc)], by invoking Expected Quality Computation
(EQC) function (line 3). If E[κ(ϕ|Oc)] is larger than κ⋆, then κ⋆

is updated to E[κ(ϕ|Oc)], and O⋆ is updated to Oc (lines 4-5).
Finally, QueryClean returns O⋆ and κ⋆, and stops (line 6). Note
that, EQC function computes expected quality via Eq. 4, as to be
detailed in Section 4.1.

From QueryClean, we can identify that, for each chosen object
set Oc to clean, the expected quality computation using EQC
function is the dominant computation cost. Hence, QueryClean is
of complexity O(n · β), in which n is the number of the possible
chosen object sets Oc (to clean) satisfying

∑
o∈Oc

c(o) ≤ B,
and β denotes the average cost of expected quality computation.
Thus, we aim to minimize the processing costs in terms of both n
and β, which refers to object selection and quality computation,
respectively.

On one hand, for the expected quality computation cost β, it
grows exponentially with the dataset cardinality and the average
number of tuples w.r.t. an uncertain object. Thus, for a large data
set with high uncertainty, β is rather large, and hence, how to
efficiently compute expected quality is a key challenge we should
address. The goal of Section 4 (to be presented) is to accelerate
quality computation.

On the other hand, one can see that the object selection
problem in Eq. 5 is non-linear due to the nature of Shannon
entropy. In fact, the optimization problem is to find out a set of
the objects from S to clean with the complexity O(2|S|). Thus,
reducing the number of object combinations for evaluation is one
difficult yet essential task we should tackle. To this end, Section 5
(to be presented later) devotes to reducing the number of possible
object sets to clean, in order to improve object selection efficiency.

4 QUALITY COMPUTATION

In this section, we first detail the EQC method for expected quality
computation, and then, we propose an effective answer-set based

Algorithm 1: QueryClean Framework
Input: an uncertain dataset S, a resource budget B, a query ϕ
Output: the object set O⋆ with maximum expected quality κ⋆

1: κ⋆ ←− −∞
2: foreach chosen object set Oc ⊆ S with

∑
o∈Oc

c(o) ≤ B do
3: E[κ(ϕ|Oc)]←− EQC(S, ϕ,Oc)
4: if E[κ(ϕ|Oc)] > κ⋆ then
5: κ⋆ ←− E[κ(ϕ|Oc)], O⋆ ←− Oc

6: return O⋆ and κ⋆

7: Function: EQC(S, ϕ,Oc) // compute ϕ’s quality
8: E[κ(ϕ|Oc)]←− 0
9: foreach possible clean tuple set Tc in chosen object set Oc do

10: Pr(Tc)←− Πt∈Tc Pr(t)
11: κ(ϕ|Tc)←− Quality(S, ϕ, Tc) // using Eq. 3
12: E[κ(ϕ|Oc)]←− E[κ(ϕ|Oc)] + Pr(Tc) · κ(ϕ|Tc)

// using Eq. 4

13: return E[κ(ϕ|Oc)]

indexing structure, called ASI. Using ASI, we present an efficient
algorithm RrB for quality computation.

4.1 EQC Method
EQC function implements expected quality computation in a
brute-force way based on Eq. 4 (lines 7-13 of Algorithm 1).
Specifically, EQC invokes Quality function to compute the query
quality after Oc is cleaned as each possible clean tuple set
Tc. Here, Quality gets the probabilities of the answer sets via
evaluating all the possible worlds. Then, EQC summarizes these
qualities w.r.t. all the clean tuple sets to derive the expected quality,
based on Eq. 4.

Let I be the average number of tuples w.r.t. one uncertain
object, the time complexity of EQC is O(I |Oc| · I |S| · α) for
a specified uncertain dataset S , in which |Oc| is the number
of chosen objects Oc to clean, I |S| is the number of possible
worlds, and α represents the cost of performing a query on a
possible world. Without loss of generality, α is usually seemed
as a constant. Given a chosen object set Oc to clean, it needs
I |Oc| times of quality computations to derive the expected quality,
since there are I |Oc| possible clean tuple sets Oc can be cleaned
as. As an example, for the case of Oc = {o1} over the sample
dataset in Table 1(a), the expected quality E[κ(skyline|{o1})]
(= Pr(t1) × κ(skyline|{t1}) + Pr(t2) × κ(skyline|{t2}) +
Pr(t3) × κ(skyline|{t3})) needs three times quality computa-
tions, since o1 has three possible tuples that could be cleaned as,
i.e., I = 3, |Oc| = 1.

The biggest challenge to calculate the expected query quality
of choosing Oc (to clean) is the large number (i.e., I |Oc|) of qual-
ity computations, which increases exponentially with the number
of the objects in Oc. Moreover, every quality computation has to
conduct a probabilistic query evaluation on I |S| possible worlds
for getting the probabilities Pr(R), in order to derive the quality.

4.2 ASI Structure
In this subsection, we present the answer-set based indexing
structure, namely, ASI, which indexes all the possible answer sets
for a probabilistic query ϕ. Instead of evaluating a large number
(i.e., I |Oc|, as discussed earlier) of probabilistic queries over all the
possible worlds for quality computation, ASI supports to directly
derive the probability Pr(R) of every object-based answer set
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r11 r12 r13 r14 r15 r21 r22 r23 r31

Format: tuple set; probability vector pv w.r.t. r; probability of r

R1: {o1, o2}

(-, -, 0.4, 1){t1, t4} 0.032 (-, -, -, 1){t1, t4, t7} 0.048

R2: {o1, o2, o3} R3: {o2}

Fig. 3: The ASI structure on the dataset in Table 1(a)

for any chosen object set Oc to clean, and thus, it improves the
efficiency of quality computation.

In fact, ASI is a hash table with the object-based answer sets
as keys, which stores together all the tuple-based answer sets
rij belonging to the object-based answer set Ri. To be more
specific, for every tuple-based answer set rij , ASI stores the
tuples contained in it and the probability of rij , i.e., Pr(rij). In
addition, it also stores a probability vector, denoted as p⃗v(rij),
to facilitate the update of Pr(rij). Each element in p⃗v(rij),
denoted as p⃗v(rij)[o], is an associated probability corresponding
to o ∈ (S − Ri), indicating the possibility of rij being a tuple-
based answer set in terms of o, regardless of other objects. The
probability of a tuple-based answer set is stated below.
Definition 5. (Tuple-based answer set probability). Given a

tuple-based answer set r ∈ R, for an uncertain dataset S
and a probabilistic query ϕ, the probability of r being a tuple-
based result set, denoted as Pr(r), is calculated by Eq. 6. Here,
p⃗v(r)[o2] is the summation of the existence probabilities of all
the tuples of o2 such that r is an answer set.

Pr(r) = Πot1∈r Pr(o
t
1) ·Πo2∈(S−R)p⃗v(r)[o2] (6)

Example 5. Take our sample dataset in Table 1(a) as an ex-
ample, its ASI structure for P-skyline query is illustrated in
Figure 3. In total there are three object-based answer sets,
i.e., R1 = {o1, o2}, R2 = {o1, o2, o3}, and R3 = {o2}.
ASI stores three elements for each tuple-based answer set.
As an example, for the answer set r11(= {t1, t4}), ASI
stores {t1, t4}; the associated probability vector p⃗v(r11) =
(−,−, 0.4, 1), where the corresponding objects to r11 are
useless for probability update and hence are omitted (denoted
by “ − ” in the vector); and the probability of r11, i.e.,
Pr(r11). In particular, p⃗v(r11)[o3] = Pr(t6) =0.4, since only
the tuple t6 of object o3 is dominated by t1 from r11 in the
P-skyline query. As all the tuples t8, t9, and t10 of object
o4 are dominated by t1 or t4 from r11, p⃗v(r11)[o4] = 1. In
addition, based on Eq. 6, we derive the probability of r11, i.e,
Pr(r11) = Pr(t1) × Pr(t4) × p⃗v(r11)[o3] × p⃗v(r11)[o4] =
0.1× 0.8× 0.4× 1 = 0.032, as shown in Figure 3.

It is woth mentioning that, there are at most (2|S| − 1) object
sets that are possible to be chosen to clean, each of which needs to
calculate the expected quality, as discussed in Section 3. Instead
of evaluating many probabilistic queries, we can derive those
query qualities via directly updating the probabilities of all the
answer sets, using ASI structure. This is motivated by Lemma 1.
Furthermore, the specific probability update strategy for answer
sets is stated in Lemma 2.
Lemma 1. Let ω/Ω be the collection of tuple/object-based answer

sets of the query over the original dataset S (stored in ASI),
and ω(Oc)/ Ω(Oc) be the collection of tuple/object-based
answer sets for the query when the objects in Oc ⊆ S are
chosen to clean. It is confirmed that ω(Oc) ⊆ ω, Ω(Oc) ⊆ Ω.
The proof is straightforward via referring to the cleaning

model, under which the possible worlds are disappearing when

more and more objects are cleaned as one of their tuples. Hence,
the query result set over original data set is a superset of the
result set when some objects are cleaned. Lemma 1 guarantees the
correctness of ASI structure for quality computation. It indicates
that, except for the answer sets stored in ASI, there is no new
answer set appeared when objects are cleaned. Thus, we only
need to update the probabilities Pr(R) w.r.t. the object-based
answer sets R stored in ASI correctly and efficiently for quality
computation.
Lemma 2. (Probability update strategy for answer sets). Given

a clean tuple set Tc and a tuple-based answer set r ∈ R with
the probability Pr(r), if r exists (i.e., Pr(r) ̸= 0), Pr(r) can
be updated by Eq. 7, where PrA(r) is the probability of r
stored in ASI structure, and p⃗v(r)[oj ] is the probability of r
being an answer set in terms of oj .

Pr(r) =
PrA(r)

Π
o
t1
i ∈(Tc∩r)

Pr(ot1i ) ·Π
o
t2
j ∈(Tc−r)

p⃗v(r)[oj ]
(7)

Proof. For a tuple ot ∈ Tc, it means that the object o is cleaned
as ot, and thus, the existence probability of the tuple ot becomes
one after cleaning. Based on Definition 5, Pr(r) is calculated by
multiplying two parts w.r.t. two groups of tuples/objects. Hence,
the update of Pr(r) also refers to two groups of tuples, i.e., Tc∩r
and (Tc − r). Specifically, if tuple ot ∈ Tc belongs to r, the
updated Pr(r) equals the original probability PrA(r) divided by
the existence probability Pr(ot). If tuple ot ∈ Tc is not included in
r, it indicates that ot helps r to be an answer set. Thus, the updated
Pr(r) is obtained by PrA(r)/p⃗v(r)[o], according to Definition 5.
Therefore, Pr(r) is updated by Eq. 7. �

We would like to highlight that, ASI structure is static and con-
stant during the whole procedure of object selection for cleaning,
and it can be reused for multiple (expected) quality computations.
In the worst case, it takes O(I |S| · |S|2) time in getting all the
tuple-based answer sets (collected in a set ω) for P-skyline query.
Here, I |S| is the number of possible worlds. The time complexity
of performing a query on every possible world is O(|S|2). Thus,
the construction of ASI needs the complexity of O(I |S| · |S|2).
Furthermore, the space complexity of ASI is O(|ω|). In general,
using Heuristic 1 (to be explained later), the candidate data set size
is much smaller than |S|, which makes it possible to construct ASI
efficiently on large data sets.

In our implementation, for accelerating ASI construction, we
utilize several efficient structures, heuristics, and strategies. As an
example, three of the techniques for ASI construction in P-skyline
queries are summarized as follows.

(i) MBR pruning: The minimum bounding rectangle (MBR) of
every uncertain object is utilized to prune the objects having zero-
probability to be query answers, since those objects are useless
for quality improvement (as proved in Heuristic 1 later). Hence,
the data scale drops significantly, and thus, the number of possible
worlds is exponentially minimized for ASI construction.

(ii) Possible world access strategy: We sort the unpruned
objects by the bottom-left coordinates so that only the former
object is possible to have the ability to dominate all tuples of
an object ranked behind. Then, we traverse the possible worlds
(to compute skyline objects) in a similar depth-first search (DFS)
traversal with the first ranked object as root node. This evaluation
strategy can help to further skip the evaluation of some possible
worlds for ASI construction.

(iii) Multiple-layer hash: It needs too much time to decide
whether a new coming tuple-based answer set has been stored
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previously in ASI structure. Therefore, we index all the tuple-
based answer sets (achieved from the evaluated possible worlds)
by a hash table. It inserts a new tuple-based answer set r into
ASI via three keys, i.e., the number of tuples, the identifer of
the first object, and the identifer of the first tuple in the tuple-
based answer set consecutively. The set r is finally inserted into
ASI only when there is no r stored in ASI previously. Otherwise,
only the probability of r stored in ASI is updated by adding the
probability of the new r. In other words, each new coming answer
set is processed via three hash operations. Hence, it reduces the
complexity to O(|ω|) from O(|ω|2), where |ω| is the number of
all tuple-based answer sets. In addition, it is important to note
that, using this technique, ASI structure can be updated easily, if
the query answer sets change.

In addition, we would like to explain the reason behind we
do not employ the layered range tree [28]. Different from finding
the probabilistic k-skyline sets supported by the layered range
tree [28], the answer set in our work has no constant size. Hence,
there are a much larger number of answer sets we have to derive
than the number of the probabilistic k-skyline sets in [28], and
thereby we cannot skip the evaluation of each possible world. As
a result, the layered range tree is not able to benefit/accelerate the
probability computation of the tuple-based answer set (stored in
ASI index).

Furthermore, there is a heuristic approach for ASI construc-
tion. It evaluates a fraction of possible worlds, instead of traversing
all the possible worlds, and ASI is constructed only based on
the obtained tuple-based answer sets from the evaluated possible
worlds. This method is promising, and worth further improving in
our future work, as confirmed by our experimental evaluation in
Section 6.1.

4.3 RrB Algorithm
In this section, we propose an efficient algorithm for quality
computation, namely, RrB, With the support of ASI structure, we
have an improved version of EQC method, called IEQC, which
uses RrB to calculate expected quality.

Algorithm 2 depicts the pseudo-code of RrB, which takes as
inputs an uncertain dataset S , a probabilistic query ϕ, a clean tuple
set Tc w.r.t. a chosen object set Oc to clean (i.e., Oc is cleaned as a
clean tuple set Tc), and an ASI structure A, and outputs the query
quality κ(ϕ|Tc). First, RrB sets quality κ as −∞ (line 1). Then,
it visits every object-based answer set Ri from ASI structure A to
update the probability of Pr(Ri) via the summation of the updated
probabilities Pr(rij) for quality computation (lines 2-8). Since the
possible worlds are disappearing when objects are cleaned, some
tuple-based answer sets r may disappear (i.e., Pr(r) = 0). Hence,
it is sufficient to update Pr(r) if r exists. As a result, prior to
computing Pr(r), RrB firstly verifies the existence of rij using
two conditions (line 5). Only both of the conditions hold, rij is
still an answer set.

Specifically, when satisfying the first condition |Tc ∩ rij | =
|Oc ∩ Ri|, it prunes the case of rij , in which there exists some
object o ∈ Oc ∩ Ri, but o is cleaned as its tuple ot (∈ Tc) that
is not included in set rij . In other words, only when every object
in Oc ∩ Ri is cleaned as the tuple in rij , the set rij may still
exist. The second condition is that, rij dominates all the tuples in
(Tc − rij) for P-skyline query. When the second condition holds,
it makes sure that any clean tuple in (Tc − rij) cannot be a query
answer and thus guarantees that rij is still a tuple-based answer
set. For example, for an object o ∈ Oc but o /∈ Ri, after o is

Algorithm 2: RrB Algorithm
Input: an uncertain dataset S, a query ϕ, a clean tuple set Tc

w.r.t. a chosen object set Oc to clean, an ASI index A
Output: the quality κ(ϕ|Tc)

1: κ(ϕ|Tc)←− −∞
2: foreach possible answer object set Ri ∈ Ω do
3: Pr(Ri)←− 0
4: foreach possible answer tuple set rij ∈ Ri do
5: if |Tc ∩ rij | = |Oc ∩Ri| and for ∀ot11 ∈ Tc − rij ,

∃o′t
′
∈ rij dominates tuple ot11 for P-skyline then

6: Pr(rij)←
PrA(rij)

Π
o
t2
2 ∈Tc∩rij

Pr(o
t2
2 )·Π

o
t1
1 ∈Tc−rij

p⃗v(rij)[o1]

// using Eq. 7
7: Pr(Ri)←− Pr(Ri) + Pr(rij)

8: κ(ϕ|Tc)←− κ(ϕ|Tc) + Pr(Ri) log2 Pr(Ri) // using
Eq. 4

9: return κ(ϕ|Tc)

cleaned as its tuple ot (∈ Tc), if ot is not dominated by any tuple
in rij , then rij disappears (i.e., it is not a tuple-based answer
set any more), and hence, Pr(rij) = 0. For each rij existed,
RrB updates Pr(rij) based on Eq. 7 (line 6). After evaluating all
the object-based answer sets (collected in the set Ω), the quality
κ(ϕ|Tc) is derived and returned (lines 8-9).
Example 6. For the dataset in Table 1(a), we use RrB to calculate

the quality κ(skyline|{t2}) after Oc (= {o1}) is cleaned
as the clean tuple set Tc (= {t2}). The corresponding ASI
structure is depicted in Figure 3.

To begin with, RrB visits the object-based answer set
R1. For R1 (= {o1, o2} shown in Figure 3), RrB evaluates
its tuple-based answer sets r11, r12, r13, r14, and r15 in
order. For r11 (= {t1, t4}), as |Tc ∩ rij | ̸= |Oc ∩ Ri|,
r11 disappears (i.e., Pr(r11) = 0) for the clean tuple set
Tc = {t2}. For r12 (= {t2, t4}), since the condition
|Tc ∩ rij | = |Oc ∩ Ri| holds, we can derive Pr(r12) =
PrA(r12)

Pr(o
t2
1 )

= 0.224
0.7 = 0.32. Similarly, as r13 = {t2, t5}, we can

derive Pr(r13) = PrA(r13)

Pr(o
t2
1 )

= 0.14
0.7 = 0.2. In addition, the tuple-

based answer sets r14 = {t3, t4} and r15 = {t3, t5} disappear.
Thus, Pr(R1) = Pr(r12) + Pr(r13) = 0.52. Similarly, we
can get Pr(R2) = Pr(r22) = 0.48, and Pr(R3) = 0.
Finally, the quality after the object o1 is cleaned as its tuple
t2, i.e., κ(skyline|{t2}) = 0.52 log2 0.52 + 0.48 log2 0.48
= −0.999.
Let ω be the collection of all tuple-based answer sets, and

Oc be the chosen object set to clean. The time complexity of
RrB algorithm is O(|ω| · |Oc|), since it needs O(|Oc|) time to
check whether a tuple-based answer exists. Hence, the improved
expected quality computation algorithm IEQC (using RrB) takes
O(I |Oc| · |ω| · |Oc|) time, in which I is the average number of
tuples w.r.t. an uncertain object.

4.4 Extension to Probabilistic Similarity Search
We would like to point out that, for (expected) query quality
computation, ASI index and RrB algorithm can directly tackle
P-kNN search and P-range query.

On one hand, the presented MBR pruning and multiple-layer
hash in Section 4.2 for ASI construction is also applicable to P-
kNN search and P-range query. On the other hand, at line 5 of
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Algorithm 2 (i.e., RrB), in addition to the first condition |Tc ∩
rij | = |Oc ∩ Ri|, for P-kNN query, the second condition is that,
there is no tuple in (Tc − rij) being k nearest tuples to the query
object (i.e., d(ot11 , q) ≥ dk(rij , q)). For P-range query, the second
condition is that, there is no tuple in (Tc−rij) within θ away from
the query object (i.e., d(ot11 , q) > θ). Using these modifications,
RrB could tackle probabilistic similarity search.

In addition, it is important to note that, object selection is
independent of query type. Consequently, as long as the expected
quality computation allows for different probabilistic queries,
QueryClean can deal with the quality optimization problem for
those queries.

5 IMPROVEMENT ON QUERYCLEAN

The goal of QueryClean is to select a group of uncertain objects
for cleaning such that the expected query quality is maximized
with limited resource. It is exactly the responsibility of object
selection algorithms. In this section, we present efficient heuristics
and algorithms for optimizing object selection.

5.1 Pruning Heuristics

Heuristic 1. For an uncertain object o in an uncertain dataset S , if
the probability of o being an answer object, denoted as Prs(o),
is zero, cleaning the object o cannot improve the query quality.
The object set O defined in Eq. 8 forms a candidate set for
object selection.

O = {o ∈ S | Prs(o) ̸= 0}. (8)

Heuristic 1 suggests that, the objects with non-zero probabil-
ities being answer objects form a smaller candidate set for object
selection. An intuitive explanation for Heuristic 1 is that, the query
result set does not change after cleaning the object o if Prs(o) =
0, and thus, the uncertainty of answer set is not minimized. Take
our sample dataset in Table 1(a) as an example. For the object o4,
we know that Prs(o4) = 0. After o4 is cleaned as t8, the quality
κ(skyline|{t8}) =

∑3
i=1 Pr(Ri) log2 Pr(Ri) = 0.5 log2 0.5 +

0.48 log2 0.48 + 0.02 log2 0.02 = −1.121, which equals to the
quality in the original dataset, i.e., κ(skyline(S)), as calculated
in Example 3. Note that, the candidate object set O is {o1, o2, o3}
over our sample dataset.

Moreover, we can collect those candidate objects from the
object-based answer sets R with the support of ASI structure (pro-
posed in Section 4), i.e., O = ∪R∈ΩR. Also, the number of the
object sets chosen to clean significantly drops from (2|S| − 1) to
(2|∪R∈ΩR| − 1), which contributes to the efficiency enhancement
of object selection problem.

However, (2|∪R∈ΩR| − 1) may be still a large number if there
are many object-based answer sets and/or each pair of object-
based answer sets are very different (share few objects). Hence,
in order to further boost performance, we proceed to exploit the
important property of quality function. Heuristic 2 reveals the
monotonic property of the expected quality function.

Heuristic 2. Given two uncertain object sets O1, O2 ⊆ O, if
O2 is a subset of O1, the expected quality of cleaning O1

is not smaller than that of cleaning O2, i.e., E[κ(ϕ|O1)] ≥
E[κ(ϕ|O2)] if O2 ⊆ O1 ⊆ O.

Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that O1 = {o1, o2}
and O2 = {o1} with each object oi having two tuples ot1i and

Algorithm 3: Branch and Bound Algorithm (B&B)
Input: an uncertain dataset S, a resource budget B, a query ϕ,

an ASI structure A
Output: the object set O⋆ with maximum expected quality κ⋆

/* IEQC is an improved expected quality
computation function using RrB
algorithm. */

1: κ⋆ ←− −∞
2: O ←−

∪
R∈Ω R // Heuristic 1

3: Push(H,O) // for Heuristic 2
4: while H is not empty do
5: O ←− Pop(H)
6: if O has not been visited previously then
7: mark O as visited
8: if

∑
o∈O c(o) ≤ B then

9: E[κ(ϕ|O)]←− IEQC(S, ϕ,O,A)
10: if E[κ(ϕ|O)] > κ⋆ then
11: κ⋆ ←− E[κ(ϕ|O)], O⋆ ←− O

12: else
13: foreach O’s unvisited and unpruned subset Oi

with |Oi| = |O| − 1 do
14: Push(H,Oi)

15: return O⋆ and κ⋆

ot2i . Then, according to the expected quality function in Eq. 4, we
have

E[κ(ϕ|O1)] = Pr(ot11 ) Pr(ot12 )κ(ϕ|{ot11 , ot12 })
+Pr(ot11 ) Pr(ot22 )κ(ϕ|{ot11 , ot22 })
+Pr(ot21 ) Pr(ot12 )κ(ϕ|{ot21 , ot12 })
+Pr(ot21 ) Pr(ot22 )κ(ϕ|{ot21 , ot22 }),

E[κ(ϕ|O2)] = Pr(ot11 )κ(ϕ|{ot11 }) + Pr(ot21 )κ(ϕ|{ot21 }).

Let we define a function M(oti1 ) as Pr(ot12 )κ(ϕ| {oti1 , o
t1
2 }) +

Pr(ot22 )κ(ϕ| {oti1 , o
t2
2 }), i = 1, 2. Thus, we can get that,

E[κ(ϕ|O1)]− E[κ(ϕ|O2)] = Pr(ot11 )(M(ot11 )− κ(ϕ|{ot11 }))
+Pr(ot21 )(M(ot21 )− κ(ϕ|{ot21 }))

Based on the monotonicity of entropy function H , we can know
that H(A) ≤ H(B) for every set A ⊆ B [27]. Hence,
we have κ(ϕ|{oti1 , o

t1
2 }) ≥ κ(ϕ|{oti1 }) and κ(ϕ|{oti1 , o

t2
2 }) ≥

κ(ϕ|{oti1 }). As 0 < Pr(oti2 ) ≤ 1, i = 1, 2, and Pr(ot12 ) +
Pr(ot22 ) = 1, we can get M(oti1 ) ≥ κ(ϕ|{oti1 }), i = 1, 2. Thus,
E[κ(ϕ|O1)] ≥ E[κ(ϕ|O2)]. The proof completes. �

Heuristic 2 echoes the observation in Example 4 that, query
quality does not drop with an enlarging cleaning object set, as
plotted in Figure 1. For instance, assume that the expected quality
E[κ(ϕ|{oa, ob, oc})] has been derived. If the chosen object set
{oa, ob, oc} to clean satisfies the budget constraint, it is unnec-
essary to calculate the expected qualities of choosing the object
sets {oa, ob}, {oa, oc}, {ob, oc}, {oa}, {ob}, and {oc} to clean.
This is because, the expected quality (i.e., E[κ(ϕ|{oa, ob, oc})])
of choosing the set {oa, ob, oc} to clean is guaranteed to be not
smaller than the expected quality of choosing one of its six subsets
to clean, according to Heuristic 2.

5.2 Algorithms
B&B algorithm. We propose Branch and Bound (B&B) al-
gorithm for object selection problem based on Heuristic 1 and
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Fig. 4: The BB-tree on the dataset in Table 1(a)

Heuristic 2, where RrB algorithm is employed to calculate quality.
The idea of B&B is to partition the feasible set, i.e., O, into
smaller subsets, and then to eliminate its subsets from further
consideration if the cleaning cost of the current chosen object set
to clean is within the budget.

Algorithm 3 presents the pseudo-code of B&B algorithm,
which is an improved version of QueryClean framework in
Algorithm 1. First of all, B&B pushes the whole candidate object
set O into a stack H , where the stack H is used to maintain
the branch and bound tree (BB-tree). Then, it pops entries of H
until H is empty. When an unvisited entry O is popped, if its
cleaning cost is not larger than the budget B, the expected quality
E[κ(ϕ|O)] of choosing O to clean is calculated, and meanwhile,
the maximum expected quality κ⋆ and the corresponding chosen
object set (to clean) O⋆ is updated if E[κ(ϕ|O)] > κ⋆ (lines 8-
11). Otherwise, if the cleaning cost is larger than the budget B,
all the unvisited and unpruned (by Heuristic 2) subsets of O with
cardinality |O|−1 are pushed into H (lines 12-14). Finally, B&B
returns the optimal solution O⋆ and κ⋆, and terminates (line 15).
Note that, the correctness of B&B is guaranteed by Heuristics 1
and 2, as explained/proved in Section 5.1.
Example 7. For the P-skyline query on the sample dataset in

Table 1(a), we perform B&B algorithm, where the cleaning
budget B = 7, and the costs of cleaning o1, o2, o3, and o4 are
4, 2, 6, and 3, respectively.

Initially, B&B derives the candidate object set O =
{o1, o2, o3} for object selection according to Heuristic 1.
Figure 4 shows the BB-tree on the dataset in Table 1(a).
First, B&B pops the candidate object set O = {o1, o2, o3}
from H . The cleaning cost c(o1) + c(o2) + c(o3) (= 12)
is larger than budget (= 7). Hence, its subsets with car-
dinality (|O| − 1) (= 2) are pushed into H , after which
H = {{o1, o2}, {o1, o3}, {o2, o3}}. Next, entry {o1, o2} are
popped from H . As its cleaning cost is smaller than budget,
B&B computes the expected quality of choosing {o1, o2} to
clean, i.e., E[κ(skyline|{o1, o2})], based on RrB algorithm.
Then, it prunes all the subsets of {o1, o2} using Heuristic 2.

In the following, entry {o1, o3} is popped. Its cleaning
cost is larger than budget. Thus, the unvisited subsets of
{o1, o3} but not included in the evaluated entry {o1, o2} are
pushed into H . Thereafter, H = {{o3}, {o2, o3}}. Hence,
entry {o3} is popped, and E[κ(skyline|{o3})] is calculated.
Next, entry {o2, o3} is skipped by B&B due to its larger
cleaning cost than budget. Meanwhile, for the two subsets
of {o2, o3}, {o2} is pruned by {o1, o2}, and {o3} has been
evaluated. Thus, there is no entry added to H , and H is empty.
Finally, B&B stops by delivering the optimal solution with
max(E[κ(skyline|{o1, o2})], E[κ(skyline|{o3})]).
Greedy algorithm. As analyzed in Section 2, finding an op-

timal solution for this optimization problem has high complexity.
To this end, we develop Greedy algorithm to handle the object
selection problem, on top of the candidate set O derived by
Heuristic 1. The algorithm selects one cleaning object o⋆ from
O with the maximum unit-cost expected quality every time until

Algorithm 4: Greedy Algorithm
Input: an uncertain dataset S, a resource budget B, a query

predicate ϕ, an ASI structure A
Output: the object set O⋆ with maximum expected quality κ⋆

1: κ⋆ ←− −∞
2: O ←−

∪
R∈Ω R // Heuristic 1

3: while O ̸= ∅ do
4: κc ←− −∞, flag = false
5: foreach object oi ∈ O with

∑
o∈O⋆ c(o) + c(oi) ≤ B do

6: flag= true
7: E[κ, (O⋆ + {oi})]←− IEQC(S, ϕ,O⋆ + {oi},A)
8: if E[κ,(O⋆+{oi})]∑

o∈O⋆ c(o)+c(oi)
> κc then

9: κc ←− E[κ,(O⋆+{oi})]∑
o∈O⋆ c(o)+c(oi)

, o⋆ ←− oi

10: if flag = false then
11: break
12: O ←− O − {o⋆}
13: if E[κ, (O⋆ + {o⋆})] > κ⋆ then
14: κ⋆ ←− E[κ, (O⋆ + {o⋆})], O⋆ ←− O⋆ + {o⋆}

15: return O⋆ and κ⋆

the budget is used up. The solution returned by Greedy is at a
performance guarantee (1− 1/e), as proved in [29].

The pseudo-code of Greedy algorithm is depicted in Algo-
rithm 4. For each object o in a candidate set O, if the accumulated
cleaning cost of the selected objects in O⋆ plus the cleaning cost
of o is not larger than the budget, IEQC function is invoked to
calculate the expected quality of choosing (O⋆ + {o}) to clean
using RrB algorithm. Then, the object o⋆ is updated as oi if
choosing (O⋆ + {oi}) to clean has a larger unit-cost expected
quality than before, and the maximal unit-cost expected quality is
updated accordingly (lines 5-9). Otherwise, if there is no object
satisfying the accumulated cleaning cost of the selected objects
in O⋆ plus the cleaning cost of o is not larger than the budget,
Greedy exits the object selection, and terminates shortly (lines 10-
11). If the expected quality when adding o⋆ into set O⋆ is larger
than κ⋆, then κ⋆ is updated, and o⋆ is inserted into O⋆ (lines 13-
14). In the end, Greedy returns the chosen object set O⋆ and the
corresponding expected quality κ⋆ (line 15).

HSample algorithm. We also present a novel sampling al-
gorithm to tackle the object selection problem. Specifically, the
sampling technique is to capture a group of chosen object sets to
clean from the power set of O, and to return the sampled object
set having the maximum expected quality, with the result accuracy
guaranteed by Lemma 3.
Lemma 3. (Accuracy guarantee). Let Y1, · · · , Ym ∈ Y be a set

of m (≥ 1) independent random variables denoting possible
chosen object sets to clean (i.e., Yi ⊆ O for i ∈ [1,m]), κ
be the original quality of ϕ(q;S), and f(y1, · · · , yi, · · · , ym)
be the maximum function of expected quality when choosing
object sets y1, · · · , ym to clean respectively (i.e., f(y1, · · · ,
ym) = maxi∈[1,m] E[κ(ϕ|yi)]). It is confirmed that

|f(y1, · · · , yi, · · · , ym)− f(y1, · · · , yi′, · · · , ym)| ≤ −κ,

for all i ∈ [1,m] and ∀ y1, · · · , ym, yi
′ ∈ Y . Let f(S) denote

f(Y1, · · · , Ym), then, for all ϵ > 0, the inequality below
holds.

Pr[|f(S)− E[f(S)]| ≥ ϵ] ≤ 2e
−2ϵ2

mκ2 (9)
Proof. First, we prove the inequality |f(y1, · · · , yi, · · · , ym) −
f(y1, · · · , yi′, · · · , ym)| ≤ −κ holds. According to the mono-
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Fig. 5: The cost function g(n) of cleaning n objects

tonic property of our expected quality (proved in Heuristic 2), we
can conclude that E[κ(ϕ|yi)] ≥ E[κ(ϕ)] = κ for all i ∈ [1,m],
where yi is a chosen object set to clean. Since f(y1, · · · , ym)
= maxi∈[1,m] E[κ(ϕ|yi)], we can derive that f(y1, · · · , ym) ≥
E[κ(ϕ|yi)] for all i ∈ [1,m]. Thus, we have f(y1, · · · , ym) ≥ κ,
meaning that κ is the lower bound of f(y1, · · · , ym). On
the other hand, it is known that, the highest score of expected
quality is zero based on the properties of entropy function, i.e.,
f(y1, · · · , ym) ≤ 0. Hence, function f(y1, · · · , ym) is bounded
by [κ, 0], and thus |f(y1, · · · , yi, · · · , ym) − f(y1, · · · , yi′,
· · · , ym)| ≤ −κ. As a result, Eq. 9 can be derived based on
McDiarmid’s inequality [30]. The proof completes. �

Moreover, if we partition the solution space (i.e., the (2|O|−1)
possible chosen object sets to clean) into |O| clusters (denoted as
∆1,∆2, · · · , ∆|O|) such that every partition ∆i satisfies that
∆i = {O ⊆ O | |O| = i}, we find that the optimal solution
can be captured in a much smaller sample space. In other words,
we could capture samples only within several ∆is, instead of the
whole space within all the ∆is. It is observed by analyzing the
property of a cost function, termed as g(n), in the factor of the
number n of chosen objects to clean.

To be more specific, if ho denotes the cost function of cleaning
an uncertain object o (e.g., the monetary cost), the total cost
function g(n) of cleaning n uncertain objects (stored in an object
set Sc) is equal to

∑
o∈Sc

ho. Figure 5 illustrates the probability
density function (pdf) of g(n) when n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6
respectively, where ho is supposed to follow Uniform distribution
within the range [1, 10]. It is observed that, with the growth of
n, g(n) tends to Gaussian distribution with mean n · µ. It is
worth noting that, other practical distributions for the cleaning
cost function (i.e., ho) are welcomed to utilize. Whatever the
distribution of ho is, the accumulated cost function g is able to
support object selection.

As an example, suppose budget B = 16, we can capture solu-
tions (i.e., the chosen object sets to clean) from the clusters near to
∆B

µ
including ∆2,∆3,∆4, and ∆5 (w.r.t. g(2), g(3), g(4), and

g(5)) by discarding clusters ∆1 and ∆6 (w.r.t. g(1) and g(6))
for object selection problem. The motivation is straightforward,
because g(1) has a very low probability (near to zero) to cover the
budget value 16, as shown in Figure 5. So does g(6). Hence, we
can conclude that, clusters ∆1 and ∆6 contain the optimal solution
with a very low confidence. Generally speaking, if i of a partition
∆i is much larger than ⌊B

µ ⌋, the object selection solutions from
∆i cannot satisfy the budget constraint. If i is much smaller than
⌊B
µ ⌋, the object selection solutions from ∆i may reserve some

budget, indicating that more objects can be chosen to clean in
order to further improve the quality based on Heuristic 2. Thus, it
is most likely that the cluster ∆i with i near to B

µ do contain the
optimal solution.

As a result, we propose Histogram Sample (HSample) algo-
rithm with its pseudo-code depicted in Algorithm 5. Specifically,
HSample first gets the candidate object set O. Then, it captures m
samples from clusters ∆⌊B

µ ⌋−2, ∆⌊B
µ ⌋−1, ∆⌊B

µ ⌋, ∆⌊B
µ ⌋+1, and

Algorithm 5: HSample Algorithm
Input: an uncertain dataset S, a resource budget B, a query ϕ,

an ASI structure A, a sample size m, the average
cleaning cost µ

Output: the objects O⋆ with the maximum expected quality κ⋆

1: κ⋆ ←− −∞
2: O ←−

∪
R∈Ω R // Heuristic 1

3: sample m object sets to clean from clusters ∆⌊B
µ

⌋−2,
∆⌊B

µ
⌋−1, ∆⌊B

µ
⌋, ∆⌊B

µ
⌋+1, and ∆⌊B

µ
⌋+2

4: foreach sampled object set O satisfying
∑

o∈O c(o) ≤ B do
5: E[κ(ϕ|O)]←− IEQC(S, ϕ,O,A)
6: if E[κ(ϕ|O)] > κ⋆ then
7: κ⋆ ←− E[κ(ϕ|O)], O⋆ ←− O

8: return O⋆ and κ⋆

∆⌊B
µ ⌋+2 (if they exist) (line 3). Next, the sampled object set O

with the maximum expected quality is returned by HSample.
Time complexity analysis. Let ω be the collection of the

tuple-based answer sets, B be the cleaning budget, and µ be the
average cost value for cleaning an uncertain object. Then, the
expected quality computation cost β = I |

B
µ |·|ω|·|Bµ |, as discussed

in Section 4. Therefore, the exact B&B algorithm takes O(2|O|·β)
time in finding the optimal solution, if O is the candidate set
for the object selection derived based on Heuristic 1. Greedy has
the complexity of O(|O|2 · β) time, and the time complexity of
HSample is O(m · β) if m samples are captured.

6 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, we present a comprehensive experimental evalu-
ation. All algorithms were implemented in C++, and all experi-
ments were conducted on an Intel Core i7 Duo 3.60GHz PC with
16GB RAM, running Microsoft Windows 7 Professional Edition.

In our experiments, we employ both real and synthetic data
sets. For real data sets, the used cars data set CarDB [4]
and the Forest Covertype data set Forest are utilized. CarDB
refers to P-skyline query, and Forest corresponds to P-kNN and
P-range queries, considering the characteristics of the datasets
and the queries. CarDB is gathered from a used car website
over a 10-month period (from 2006/1 to 2006/11) with 45,311
cars. We use two attributes price and mileage for every car.
Forest is originally obtained from US Geological Survey (USGS)
and USFS data. We utilize 250,000 records with ten attributes.
Note that, the used car information in CarDB is uncertain in
data integration, and the records in Forest contains uncertainty
due to transmission failure or inconsistent values received from
several sensors. We generate uncertain objects by simulating 1-
5 tuples randomly with probabilities under Uniform distribution,
following the methodology in [3], [5], [31]. In addition, the tuple
probabilities could be inferred by machine learning techniques,
such as Bayesian network [18]. For synthetic data sets, we first
create the centers of all uncertain objects ot using the benchmark
data generator proposed in [32]. Then, in order to generate an
uncertain object o, we follow the methodology in [3], [5], [31],
and determine the tuples within the region centered at the location
ot under Uniform and Gaussian distributions.

In our experiments, we explore several factors, as summarized
in Table 4 where the default values are shown in bold. In order
to model the cleaning problem, we create a cleaning cost for each
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TABLE 4: Parameter Ranges and Default Values
Parameter Range
the number |S| of objects 50K, 100K, 200K, 400K
budget B 10, 15, 20, 25
sample size m 10, 50, 100, 200, 500

TABLE 5: ASI Construction Cost on CarDB
Cardinality 10K 20K 30K 45311
|O| 10 13 15 23
|ω| 320 1296 1680 55024
Space size (KB) 86.416 358.632 460.452 25461.232
Constr. time (s) 0.022 0.098 0.794 429.752

uncertain object, which is an integer and uniformly distributed
in the range of [1, 10]. In addition, for P-kNN and P-range
queries, we report the average performance of 50 queries with
query objects captured from dataset randomly, where k is 10 and
range threshold is 10 by default, and the Euclidean distance is
used. It is noteworthy that, there is no existing algorithm that
could directly solve the problem studied in this paper.

6.1 Evaluation on ASI Construction
In this subsection, we study the performance of ASI construction
using the real CarDB data set.

First, the experimental results when dataset cardinality varies
are reported in Table 5. |O| is the size of the candidate set pruned
by Heuristic 1, which is closely related to the size of the possible
worlds we should evaluate for ASI construction. |ω| is the number
of achieved tuple-based answer sets. The construction time (in the
unit of seconds) consists of the processing time of obtaining the
tuple-based answer sets and constructing ASI based on those tuple-
based answer sets. As analyzed in Section 4.2, the time ascends
exponentially with the increasing of dataset cardinality |S| (as
well as the candidate set size |O|). This is because, the set of the
qualified objects included in O (that cannot be pruned) becomes
larger with the growth of |S|. Thus, the possible worlds we need
to evaluate for ASI construction incur much more overhead. In
addition, one can observe that, the space cost of ASI (in the unit of
Kbytes) grows approximately linearly with |ω|, which is consistent
with the analysis in Section 4.2.

Second, in order to further verify the effect of heuristic
ASI index on the performance of QueryClean, in which ASI
is constructed only based on the obtained tuple-based answer
sets from a fraction of possible worlds (instead of all possible
worlds). Table 6 shows the corresponding experimental results
when changing the number of the evaluated possible worlds (i.e.,
#PWs) on CarDB, where the results on the last column correspond
to the exact ASI index. Let O⋆

e (O⋆
h) be the selected uncertain

object set for cleaning by B&B derived based on exact (heuristic)
ASI index. The Jaccard index in the table is equal to O⋆

e∩O⋆
h

O⋆
e∪O⋆

h
.

As expected, with the increasing of evaluated possible worlds,
the number of tuple-based answer sets, the space size, the
construction time of ASI, and the execution time of B&B for
selecting objects grow linearly. The accuracy (i.e., Jaccard index)
ascends due to more evaluated possible worlds. The candidate
set O pruned by Heuristic 1 has a constant size, since it is only
dependent of the dataset, not related to the evaluated possible
worlds. Note that, compared with the exact algorithm, it needs less
time and space for the heuristic method to construct ASI index.
Moreover, our framework QueryClean (i.e., selecting objects via
B&B algorithm) on the top of the exact and heuristic ASI index
has comparable performance, when evaluating more and more
possible worlds. As an example, when #PWs = 75,000,000, the

TABLE 6: Heuristic Approach Study for ASI Construction
#PWs 1M 25M 50M 75M 100M Exact
|O| 23 23 23 23 23 23
|ω| 952 9532 18975 27513 35342 55024
Space size (KB) 384.944 3845.148 7871.224 11660.384 15396.608 25461.232
Constr. time (s) 2.514 61.293 124.610 184.673 250.255 429.752
B&B time (s) 18.275 162.000 378.130 736.840 1107.500 2012.700
Jaccard index 0.400 0.400 0.400 1.000 1.000 1.000
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Fig. 6: Evaluation on quality computation techniques

Jaccard index is 1.0. Hence, in this case, it is sufficient to evaluate
75,000,000 possible worlds for object selection, instead of all
possible worlds in much extra overhead. We plan to investigate
how to further improve the heuristic method for ASI construction
in our future work.

6.2 Efficiency of Quality Computation
This set of experiments compares the performance of expected
quality computation with and without optimizations (i.e., ASI with
pruning strategies). Specifically, EQC (mentioned in Section 4.1)
corresponds to the one without optimizations, and IEQC is the
one with optimizations, which employs RrB in Algorithm 2
using ASI with pruning strategies. In order to compare the two
algorithms, we conduct 100 expected quality computations in
which 100 uncertain objects (to clean) are randomly selected from
the datasets, and report the average CPU time.

Figure 6 plots the experimental results of expected quality
computation w.r.t. P-skyline queries when changing the dataset
cardinality |S|. It is observed that, IEQC outperforms EQC in
several orders of magnitude. The good performance of IEQC
contributes to RrB algorithm, which utilizes ASI structure to save
the large cost of evaluating many probabilistic queries over a
large number of possible worlds. Besides, the computation cost
increases with the growth of |S|, especially for EQC. This is
because, with the increasing of |S|, the number of possible worlds
grows exponentially, incurring more overhead for EQC. Due to its
remarkable performance, we employ IEQC for expected quality
computation in the rest of experiments.

6.3 Performance of QueryClean
In this subsection, we evaluate the performance of our framework
QueryClean (i.e., object selection algorithms). The execution
time and the query quality are reported for each algorithm, where
the query quality on the original data set is given for comparison.

We first explore the influence of budget B on the performance
of object selection algorithms. The experimental results are de-
picted in Figures 7(a) through 7(e) for P-skyline queries, P-kNN
search, and P-range retrieval. It is observed that, B&B is inferior
to Greedy and HSample in terms of time cost in most cases.
For execution time and quality, Greedy is slightly better than
HSample (where sample size is 100) in some cases. With the
growth of budget B, the query quality improves gradually, and the
time cost becomes larger accordingly. The reason is that, as budget
B turns larger, there is enough resource to choose more uncertain
objects to clean, resulting in higher query quality yet more time
cost. Note that, for every dataset, with the support of a constant
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TABLE 7: Average precision of Greedy and HSample
Uniform (P-
skyline)

Gaussian (P-
skyline)

CarDB (P-
skyline)

Forest (P-
kNN)

Forest (P-
range)

Greedy 0.585 1.000 0.958 0.982 0.916
HSample 0.534 0.750 0.880 0.611 0.924

TABLE 8: Pruning Rate of Heuristic 2
Uniform Gaussian CarDB Forest

P-skyline 0.090 0.012 0.001 Not applicable
P-kNN 0.130 0.118 Not applicable 0.129
P-range 0.240 0.331 Not applicable 0.528

ASI index, it needs at most 10 seconds for the two approximate
algorithms to select the objects for cleaning over the dataset of
100,000 uncertain objects.

We report the average precision of two approximate algorithms
in Table 7. It is defined as the average ratio of the quality derived
by Greedy or HSample to the quality from the exact B&B
algorithm. We can observe that, the average precision of both
Greedy and HSample is not lower than 0.5 (even up to 1.0) for
each query. In addition, Table 8 lists the pruning rate of Heuristic 2
used in B&B algorithm for B = 20. The pruning rate is defined
as the ratio of the number of the object sets that do not need the
expected quality computation (i.e., pruned by Heuristic 2) to the
total number (i.e., 2|O| − 1) of the possible object sets to clean.
Note that, Heuristic 2 is effective for all cases.

Then, we investigate the effect of standard deviation of Gaus-
sian distribution on the performance of QueryClean. Figure 7(f)
plots the corresponding experimental results with the standard
deviation σ varying from 250 to 1000 (500 by default), where the
distribution mean µ is 5000. One can observe that, the algorithms
are not very sensitive to the standard deviation. As expected, the
exact B&B algorithm achieves the highest query quality at the
most time cost, and Greedy performs slightly better than HSample
in all cases.

Next, we inspect the impact of sample size m on the per-
formance of HSample algorithm, with the corresponding results
illustrated in Figure 8. It is observed that, the query quality
achieved by HSample is significantly higher than the original
query quality. In addition, the query quality and the time cost
increase with the growth of m. This is because, when more
samples are captured, it incurs more overhead for HSample in
order to find out the optimal solution, while it obtains the higher
expected quality.

In summary, B&B algorithm can achieve the optimal solution
with the relatively higher processing cost. As contrast, Greedy
and HSample get comparable near-optimal solutions with much
lower costs. Moreover, for the scenarios with a high requirement
for efficiency, HSample is a better choice, via tuning the sample
size m to balance the tradeoff between efficiency and quality.

6.4 Case Study

To further confirm the effectiveness of QueryClean, we extract a
group of used cars3. For every car, the price and mileage values
from different car owners form an uncertain object. Table 9 lists
the original P-skyline objects of the 20 cars having non-zero
probabilities. It also gives the P-skyline objects after cleaning
the selected objects as one of its tuples randomly, under resource
budget B being 10 and 20 respectively. Note that, the objects
chosen by QueryClean for cleaning are denoted as “ ∗ ” (“ ⋆ ”)
when the budget B is 10 (20). For illustration purpose, those 20

3. Available at http://www.carsdb.com/en/listings/used cars.

TABLE 9: The P-skyline of a Real Used Car Dataset
Object Original

P-skyline
P-skyline
(B = 10)

P-skyline
(B = 20)

*⋆ Nissan AD Van (NAV) 2010 X 0.222
*⋆ Toyota Passo (TP) 2010 X 0.417 X 0.429

Honda Fit (HF) 2010 X 0.500 X 0.571 X 0.429
Mitsubishi RVR (MR) 2010 X 0.004 X 0.008

⋆ Suzuki Wagon R (SWR) 2010 X 0.623 X 0.690 X 1.000
Toyota Harrier (TH) 2000
Honda Accord (HA) 2011 X 0.125 X 0.250
Toyota Axio (TA) 2012 X 0.103 X 0.210
Honda Insight (HA) 2010
Mitsubishi Colt Plus (MCP) 2011 X 0.377 X 0.595
Toyota Alphard (TAl) 2002

*⋆ Surf SSRX (SS) 2002 X 1.000 X 1.000 X 1.000
Toyota Kluger (TK1) 2001
Toyota Kluger (TK4) 2004
Toyota Wish (TW) 2003 X 0.054 X 0.107
Mazda Familia (MF) 2010 X 0.102
Mitsubishi Minicab Truck (MMT) 2007 X 1.000 X 1.000 X 1.000
Toyota Mark X (TMX) 2004 X 0.001 X 0.004
Honda CR-V (HCV) 2005
Toyota RAV4 (TR) 2006

Size of P-skyline set 13 11 4
Quality of P-skyline query -6.093 -5.317 -0.985

cars are plotted in Figure 9 with the chosen objects highlighted in
red color.

It is observed that, the original P-skyline objects cover a large
part of the whole dataset (i.e., 13/20), and many of them have
low probabilities, indicating more noise. When budget B equals
10, the P-skyline size decreases to 11. When B = 20, the P-
skyline size drops to 4, with high probabilities being P-skyline
objects. It means that, the uncertainty of the result set reduces
significantly after cleaning objects. As depicted in Table 9, the
quality after cleaning objects is higher than the quality without
cleaning objects. Moreover, the larger the budget, the higher the
quality. Hence, QueryClean helps to minimize the query result
uncertainty (and hence improve query quality), which cannot be
achieved by existing algorithms of probabilistic queries.

7 RELATED WORK

Querying uncertain data. There are mainly two types of prob-
abilistic spatial queries, i.e., (i) probabilistic preference queries,
such as P-skyline query [3], [4], [5] and probabilistic top-k
query [11], [12], [33], [31], [13]; and (ii) probabilistic similarity
queries, e.g., probabilistic threshold nearest neighbor search [6],
[7], [8], [9], [10]. Based on existing probabilistic query processing
approaches, it is difficult for users to acquire useful insights, and
make correct decisions from the answer sets with much noise.
Thus, we aim to improve probabilistic query quality, different from
the above efforts on probabilistic query efficiency.

Moreover, we focus on the general probabilistic query without
a probability threshold, which is much harder than the one with
a probability threshold [34]. As a result, the techniques for the
probabilistic queries with probability thresholds cannot facilitate
our work in this paper, such as UP-index [35], PS-index [36],
the probabilistic matrix index (PMI) [37], the confident-based
similarity function [38], the pruning rules based on probabilistic
signature (connectivity) and feature [39], etc.

Quality optimizations for probabilistic queries. Cheng et
al. [16] explore region and max queries under a limited amount of
resources, in order to achieve the best improvement in the quality
of query results. They define a quality metric (PWS-quality) to
evaluate the uncertainty of all possible query results. Then, Cheng
et al. [40] present cleaning processes based on sampling strategies.
In [17], they extend the method in [16] to support probabilistic
top-k queries. In contrast, Lin et al. [41] introduce data acquisition
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Fig. 7: Performance evaluation on QueryClean
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Fig. 8: Evaluation on HSample algorithm vs. m
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Fig. 9: Illustration of the real used cars in Table 9

to improve the quality of the result for P-kNN search. They define
the quality of P-kNN query result as the probability of the most
probable P-kNN answer, in which a larger quality leads to a
more definite P-kNN query result, and can offer more insights.
Xu et al. [42] study the best deterministic representation of data
so as to continue using existing end-applications that take only
deterministic input. In addition, some cleaning studies concentrate
on entity resolution (ER) problem for SQL-like queries [2], [24],
[43], [44], although their focus is different from our framework
QueryClean that aims to seek the beneficial uncertain objects to
clean with the maximum expected query quality.

It is noteworthy that, the existing approaches cannot benefit the
quality optimization of probabilistic skyline and similarity queries
via choosing uncertain objects to clean. This is because, query
quality optimization is query-dependent, and the skyline query
is more difficult to handle than the region/max query, the top-k
query, and SQL-like queries, even in deterministic databases.

8 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose a novel optimization framework, namely,
QueryClean, to improve the quality of probabilistic skyline and
similarity queries by selecting a group of uncertain objects to
clean. We boost the efficiency of QueryClean from two aspects,
i.e., accelerating quality computation and optimizing object selec-
tion. We develop an efficient RrB algorithm using an effective
structure, i.e., ASI, which has the capability of directly calculat-
ing the expected query quality of choosing a set of objects to
clean, instead of processing probabilistic queries multiple times.
In addition to one exact B&B algorithm, we present Greedy

and HSample algorithms with two effective pruning heuristics
to tackle object selection problem. Extensive experiments on
both real and synthetic data sets demonstrate the performance
of QueryClean. In the future, we intend to study how to fur-
ther improve query quality over uncertain databases, e.g., using
crowdsourcing techniques.
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